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Idaho was one of the states which benefited most from F.D.R. 's New Deal.
Here R. J. Newell, project engineer, surveys one of many C.C.C. work sites:p.construction of Deadwood Dam.
would.
y MOTHER'S
FAMILY
burned beans foduel in 1933.
These stories, as well as historical
Meanwhile, seven miles away
statistics, illustrate that the Great Demy father .was gathering coal .pression of 1929-1936was a time of chaotic
'.
along railroad tracks and
change which brought both profit and
destruction.
didn't have any beans to eat.
The national unemployment rate in
The Great Depression in Idaho was a
1933 was 25 percent, while 20,000
time for survival. Men and women
Idahoans were jobless. From 1929to 1933,
abandoned their political and moral beliefs
the market price for farmgoods fell 50
to do whatever they had to do. Forest
percent and Idahoans suffered a 49.3
.' fires" set by arsonists who were seeking
percent incomedrop. Only six other states
. employment as firefighters, swept the
had a higher rate. Despite those numbers
central Idaho mountains in 1931.
and their implications, people who lived
My grandfather, a staunch. Idaho
here during that time differ in their
Republican, did not care for FDR's
recollections.
programs too much. When the road
Paul Taylor, when he was interviewed .
building projects came to the state he
in 1982, had beenemployed with Bunker
refused to work for them, yet he did hire
out his tel1m of porses to the men who . Hill Mine, longer than any other, employee: He remembered that people itt
_Cecilia Showers is a BSU student
Kellogg didn't even know there was a
majoring in Medical Records.
Depression, because the mine would hire
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anyone who could work. Essentially,
.Idahoans prospered or suffered during
this. time according to how they made
their livelihood and what skills they could
muster.

Getting By
A voice can tell a story so much better
than pages of written words; With the
inflectionsand pauses the listener receives
so much more understanding about the
subject. The Idaho Historical Society has
collected oral history tapes which reveal
the imprint the Depression left. on so
many Idaho lives.
..
.
.
Dick Benge, a Potlatch woodcutter,
recalls in his oral history interview that he
did what he could to get by. He also did a
lot of trading: .wood for hogs, feed. and
flour because there was no money. "That's
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the way everybody here done it," he said.
"They had to."
.
Henry Brammer reflects on another
side of the Depression. "We farmers done
all right. We raised everything. I had hogs
and I butchered them myself, and my
beef. I had plenty of cattle, hogs and
chickens. The farmers didn't suffer,
except they lost their places. It was too
bad, but it was their own fault,"
Mr. Brammer himself lost $750 during
the Depression in farming, and sold milk
and a "big crop of beans" to get by.
Louis Boas,' the editor of the old
Moscow Star Mirror,. tells his story:
"I don't think the blue collar
workers were hurtjdon't think
they were in bad shape in any
part of the country . The working
man was prosperous in Moscow.
Continued to page 4'.'
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The ASBSU Administration would like to respond to any
concerns that the- students of Boise State University might have.
This is an effort by the administration to become more access able
to you the students.
We will be taking these comments seriously
and_would appreciate your help. If you would like your response
mailed to you, please leave your name and address .
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by Colleen Bourhill

Black Unemployment
Blacks compose only 12percent of the
American population, but they account for
nearly 17percent of the unemployed--and
34 percent of those who have given up
looking for jobs altogether. After
completing a survey of these discouraged
workers, scientists at the University of
Michigan's Institute of SocialResearchcame to some pretty discouraging
conclusions themselves. The sense of
hopelessness, they warn, can be a
"devastating experience, with
widespread psychological and social
ramifications." and, they say, it is likely
to lead to poor school performance and
inadequate work experience for a whole
new generation of black youth.
Psychology Today, March, 1989.
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Stress Victims

Poor communities probably won't make
the grade when it comes to computer
education. A Connecticut market research
firm says there is a learning disparity
between affluent and poor school
districts. The firm, International
Resource Development, says the nation's
public schools and colleges will spend
290-milliondollars for microcomputers
this year. In most cases, students in
richer districts ~i11 have easier access to
the machines. Not only do their schools
have more money, but, the researchers
say, parents will often chip in to buy fancy
equipment. That disparity, the firm
warns, could result in a legal challenge
from poor communities.
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Writers and Artists:

Computers
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By Pacific News'
Radio'

For.years, medical experts have .
warned adults that stress can make them
_ sick. Now a group of New Zealand
researchers say adults who are
"stressed-out" may be making their
children sick as well. In a study of more
than I-thousand children, researchers at
Christchurch hospital found that kids in
families that experienced 12or more "life
events v., change of residence, change of
jobs, marital problems, etc.--were 6 times
as likely to be hospitalized as families
with 3 or fewer life events. The
researchers speculate that parents who
are' under stress are less able to cope with
everything ...including children ... and as
child-rearing skills suffer, so does the
.child. Internatioiw.l Medical Tribune
Sundicate, February 28,1989.
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Some new glimpses into the
management world have turned up some
interesting facts about officelife. In a
British study, researchers learned
managers actually spend very little
. time..about ten minutes a day-writing
memos, reports and letters. They do,
however, spend nearly half the day in
meetings, although when asked, they
estimated meetings took up just over a
quarter of the day. With all that time
spent making decisions, you'dthink the
h'
Id
average manager wou get somet mg
done. Not so, say researchers who
examined the minutes, memos, bulletin
boards and other directives of 30
companies. They determined less than
halfthe decisions made by managers are
ever implemented. One.reason: many
managers feel they are rewarded for
making decisions, notforthe
effectiveness of those decisions. SmaU
Business Report, February, 1989.
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Simon Say_s·

ASBSU Re~-=-or~t,-,-:
_~
C.O.R.E.
Constitution

_

by Tom Farley

"Moral passion..the willingness to stand
Raging BuU. If real boxers took that
up and defend a set of values--is nearly
kind of punishment, Simon continued,
extinct today," said John Simon, National
"they would leave the ring in a body bag...
Review film critic, in a lecture at the SUB
"One 'leaves the theater asking, 'Why
Thursday.
was this movie made?' .. criticized Simon.
Simon explained that a good film should
He went on to say that the viewer' never
have moral passion, displayed by three
learns what makes the main character,
characteristics: believable characters, a
Jake La Motta,tick.
sense of the unpredictable, and most
Dressed to KiU was described by
importantly, a view of the meaning of life
Simon as a sadistic sexual thriller. Angie
which touches its viewers in a way that
Dickinson, in the lead role, portrays a
prompts them to re-examine their own
bored housewife in search of an affair,
·values.
~who is brutally murdered. Nancy Allen
Simon cited the. worldwide decline in
portrays the prostitute who discovers the
assassinations as evidence that, even in its
murder and in the end becomes the
movie's heroine.
Simon said the movie's gratuitous
violence is filmed lovingly and languorousIy, and concluded that Dressed to KiU is a
."trashy genre film that should be
recognized as such."
"Hardly good, but at least not contemptible" was Simon's verdict on Ordinary People. This movie, Simon said,
dwells on "barbershop Freudianism and
earnest platitudes." He feels that the film
espouses lessons which are both "uniformly didactic and safe." To say that suburbanites either live
lives of quiet desperation or explosive
violence is nothing new in films, Simon
maintained. Therefore, he added, a movie
John Simon lecturing on the decline of
with that sort of theme must present it in
a novel manner in order to succeed.
"moral passion" in American cinema.
Photo by Brad Kurtz.
.
Simon told his audience that he is
reminded of a vacuum cleaner salesman
most aberrant forms. moral passion is when he thinks about Ordinary People.
evaporating. He went on to express his Sometimes, he said, the door-to-door
opinion that this trend is reflected in the
salesman will bring some dirt with him,
American cinema.
.
.
drop it on the rug, and then vacuum it up
Simon described Heaven's Gate, one of to demonstrate the machine's effectiveseven films he talked about, as "a
ness. But that dirt is not real, Simon
shoot-tern-up Western without any casualcontinued, and neither is the dirt in the
ties." Wounds that would prove fatal to an
lives of the .film's main characters. Simon
ordinary mortal do not faze the characters
described their problems as too sterile and
in this movie, Simon said. "They get up simple.
again," he remarked, "as though -they
"Oversimplification is a prime tool of
were stuffed with confetti."
those who lack moral passion," Simon
The film's director, Michael Cimino, is, explained. "A diagram is not an etching."
according to Simon, "an untalented fool
Simon's lecture was the second in the
and a moral imbecile."
1983 Writers and Artists Series at BSU.
While horsemen get shot down, only to The series is funded in part by .the
rise again, in Heaven's Gate, boxers National Endowment for the Arts and by
make amazing recoveries in the movie the BSU English department.

Legislative Re~ort: .'---------------

Drinking, Drugs and Parking_'
J2y Iran Cheshire
The Idaho legislature killed the lottery,
onthe other hand, would be sentenced to
parking ticket, and the drinking age
a mandatory five years in prison." Forrey
measures this past week, while the House
pointed out that this ruling would not
approved a bill to make a mandatory 10
apply to a person who sells to someone
year prison sentence for anyone convicted
within three years younger than himself.
of selling narcotics to minors.
"An 18-year-ol!! doesn't normally hang
House Bill 1 (HI), which calls for the
around with a 14-year-old, so anything
drinking age to be raised to 21, was tabled
more than three years would be considin the (Idaho) Senate State Affairs
ered dealing narcotics," Forrey said.
Committee last week. Unless 2/3 of the
Lt. Gov. David H. Leroy said, "this law
committee decides to bring the measure
will not pertain to marijuana, because it is
off the table, it will not be brought up
Continued to page 10 e
again in this session of the legislature.
Senator Norma Dobler, Dist. 5, said, "I ,--------------...,..,
believe the proposal to raise the drinking
age to 21 will come (before the legislature)
again next year."
The House approved House Bill 66
(H66), which imposes a mandatory prison
term on a convicted drug dealer who is
caught selling controlled substances to
minors.
Sperm Banks
The House. Journal shows that H66
passed by a 62-8 vote, and moved to the
Senate for approval.
Rep. Bob.Forrey, Dist. 12, explained,
"The prison sentence would be of a 10year
duration for those .convleted of selling
narcotics (drugs produced or extracted
from an opium base) to minors. Dealers
convicted of selling a non-narcotic controlled substance (such as LSD or PCP),

•

..111.•.•..•.•

A California lawmaker who believes
sperm banks promote "a master race kind
of concept" has proposed a bill that
would-for the first time anywhere--state
regulation of such facilities.
Assemblyman Steve Peace says his bill is
aimed specifically at an outfit in Southern
California that dispenses"onlyt~e sperm
of Nobel Prize winners a,ndtop scientists

: .
'.:.•...•.. _

Rick Ingham of the Co-op for Outdoor
Recreational Experience (C.O.R.E.) approached the Senate at last Monday's'
ASBSU Senate caucus and requested
acceptance of his organization's constitution. "What my club has to offer," said
Ingham, "is to facilitate trips." "I really
don't support creating a constitution,"
said Senator Scott Smith, "for something
which is, in essence, a ride-sharing
program."
Senator 'Dennis White opened the
March 2 Senate meeting with a motion to
approve the constitution of C.O.R.E.
Before the motion W;1S voted upon,
however, Senator Scott Smith motioned
to table C.O.R.E.'s constitution until all
branches ofBSU's government have seen
the constitution. After some discussion,
the chair overruled Scott's motion and the
original motion to approve the constitution passed by roll call vote.
Carl Scheider of KBSU asked that $345
be reallocated from KBSU's donation fund
to cover the cost of record subscriptions.
Scheider explained that certain record
companies charge a fee for record services
to radio stations of KBSU's wattage. The
reallocation was approved.
Sheryl Mathews of the Student Nurses
Association requested a budget allocation
of $573 to send S.N.A. President-elect
Cheryl Qualman as a delegate to the
S.N.A. national convention in Baltimore,
Maryland. Mathews made it known that
the S.N.A. was contributing $250 to the
trip, and that the requested assistance
was necessary. The allocation passed by a
voice vote.
Senator Richard J ung made a motion to
accept the constitution of Alpha Psi
Omega. "They should be reinstated as a
recognized organization at BStJ," I}esaid.
Senator Scott Smith raised; some
objections, however, before voting began.
"I think I have a good point here," said
Smith, "that there's no hurry, there's no
emergency to pass this constitution
without discussing it fully in caucus."
Smith motioned to table consideration of
the constitution until next Monday's
caucus. His motion passed by voice vote.
Senator Smith made a motion to rescind
Senate Act #10, Recreation Board, saying
that "there really is no need for it." The
motion passed by voice vote.
The Senate approved both a request :
from the Tri Delta Sorority for $120 to be
applied toward travel expenses to Indiana, and a budget reallocation of $50 to be
transferred from the ski club lodging fund
to the club's equipment fund.
In her report to the Senate ASBSU,
President Marlyss Fairchild announced
that there would be a meeting of the
Parking Advisory Committee' on-March 8
at 10 a.m, The president appointed Galen
Schuler to the Alumni Board and Betsy
Buffington to the Special Events Chair.
Both appointments were approved unanimously.
ASBSU Treasurer .AI Meyers announced that the financial report for
February is out, and that his office has
received an additional $289in student fees
from the Agricultural. Management students. "Other' than' that," concluded
Meyers, "business is usual,"

from around the world. "I don't like the
implication." says Peace. "that the
would-be mother could contract for the
. birth of a genius." Paul Smith, spokesman
for the Repository forGerminal Choice.
claims the sperm bank is responding to
consumer demand. "People come to us
because they wa~t the best pos!libl~
sperm for their future offspring," he says.
."We don't offer ~h",villageidiot because
wE!don't get much demand for such." Los
AngeleBTimeB,

March 1,1989.
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Idaho Depression,
• Contin~edfrom

toyer,

Farmers," hestre~sed, . "~ere
the ones hit hard. Wheat was 18
cents a bushel from 1931 to 1932.
We burned wheat in the stoker of
the old Star Mirror as an
advertising stunt, just to show
we were trying to help the
farmers get rid of the surplus.t'
Mr. Boas, in his Idaho Historical Society
interview, states that Moscow was in
better shape than other cities in Idaho
because the university was-there. Young
people couldn't get jobs, but their families
had enough moneyto send them to school.
Dick Benge, the Potlatch wood cutter'
said, "Wean worked together. Bad times
fell in the creek here during the
Depression. We all had a good time." /
The phrase "we all worked together" is
a very important aspect of the Depression. People clung to their families
and watched out for each other.
F. Ross Peterson wrote in his article
"Depression and the New Deal", "it was
not an uncommonoccurrence for friends of
a fore-closed farmer to attend the creditor
'auction and agree not to bid against each
other. They would purchase the animals
and machines for ridiculously low prices
and return them to the owner."
In Lora Albright's interview she
recalled feeding "the bums that- were
taking the railroad as far as it would go."
They were living in jungles in Arrow, she
said. "I never refused to feed anybody
that came to my door and asked."
While Mrs. Albright says that she
pitied them, she also admired these men
who, although they had nothing of their
own, were still thoughtful toward the
people around them. She tells of a man
who came to her door wanting anything to
eat. "He was so dirty I was afraid to let
him in the house for fear my three-yearold daughter would catch something," she
began. "So he sat on the back doorstep
and ate. I went back to work, and after
awhile I thought I'd go refill his mug.
When I got to the screen door, there was

my oaughter taking food from his hands;
. he was holding it to her .mouth. I just
about had kittens! The man looked up at
.me and said, 'She wanted some and I
wanted to share with her ."·
Mrs. Albright recalled it was a struggle
for her own family, too. "And yet we
always had shelter and food and medicine.
We've been very fortunate in neighbors."
My mother has told me of a banker in

"If you want your money, come and get it, .. proclaims this sign in jr;nt
bank office.

Kimberly, who was tarred and feathered
by the community because he foreclosed
on a farmer. That kind of neighborly
attitude was not uncommon. although it
usually was expressed more moderately.

in the DUffip-=s__

Down

For the millions of people in urban
America, the Depression meant a loss of

At a price you can believe.
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of a Boise

survived.
The main factor which kept these banks
open was their reputation for competency
and trustworthiness.
Idaho First is an old family bank started
in 1867 by C.W. Moore; it persevered
under the leadership of bank director
Crawford Moore, his eldest son. First
Security Bank, established in 1865,
weathered the Depression with J. Lynn

Driscoll's guidance.
.,..
In keeping their banks solvent, these.
men restored calm to the areatCustomers
"left their money in their accounts. In fact, '
total deposits in 1932 increased 'by 4
million.' Additionally, the. banks didn't
. pressure farmers to repay their loans and
generally refrained from foreclosing on
farms.
Driscoll, in his oral history interview,
gave a banker's view point of the 1922 and
1932 Depression in Idaho:
"In both prices dropped sharply and drastically, resulting in
-farmers and livestock growers
not being able to repay loans.
Consequently, banks found
themselves in a position of about
three years of having to carry
over a substantial part of advances made for that year's
production and then adding it to
the budget.
Deposits were shrinking, and
banks couldn't liquidate frozen
loans quickly enough to pay the
deposit withdrawals. Result:
1000banks (rural and small community) went into receivership.
It did not affect metropolitan
banks as drastically. although
some pretty good sized ones
failed in 1922."
Both bankers and politicians felt the
urgency of the Depression years. Republicans and Democrats had to put aside
their differonces if they wanted to see the
state and the nation recover.
Driscoll helped Democratic Governor
C.Ben Ross push bills through the state
legislature, although, as a Republican, he
had "nothing in common politically with
Ross. But I helped all I could with solving
the financial problems (we had) during the
Depression."
.
Elected to Idaho's Republican controlled legislature in 1930, Ross was the
only Democratic winner.
Idaho benefited both from the New Deal
and from Ross's own domestic reform
Continued to page 5 •

Turnyourgood times
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security. It landed them .insoup
lines, hobo jungles and cardboard shacks .
Nearly 20,OO~businesses failed; and each
year from 1929-1939, 600 banks closed:
In Idaho, it was the banks which
experienced the shock first. In the four
year period between 1929 and 1933, 78
banks, most of them rural, closed their
doors. Branch officesof First Security and
Idaho First were among those that
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Idaho Depression
- Continuedjrompage4
program,
which emphasized
a direct
primary law, a state income tax and a tax
on private power combines.
When Roosevelt entered the White

Act (AAA), brought over $50 million
dollars into Idaho. In 1939 only seven
states received more money than Idaho
did from the New Deal.
The CCC established 70 camps in Idaho.
These housed the 18,000 young men who
came to build camps, fences, roads, trails,

Children are often
among the first victims of hard times.
These homeless
youngsters, wards of
the State Children's
Home in Boise, pose
for a snapshot in

taken. We didn't know if we were poor
of ways.
enough to go. But everybody who applied
The WP A spent $22 J.llillion on Idaho
went."
projects, 510 different buildings, roads,
Garvey tells in his interview with the . dams and canals were built, including The
Historical Society how he was processed
Owyhee Reclamation Project and the
in Plattsburg, New York "like an Army
Arrowrock Dam. They added significantly
recruit." After eight weeks there, the
to Idaho's unique phenomena of countless
men were loaded on trains which stopped
canals and reservoirs.
25 airports, 78
twice a day to feed them.
education buildings, parks. sewer sysGarvey's 200 man crew worked in. the
.tems, waterworks,
athletic fields, fairClearwater and Potlatch Forests. "We
grounds
and over 100 other public
started
out by, pulling viches
and
buildings were also built under the WP A.
gooseberry bushes. There was a real
Boise Junior College was founded in
jungle ofovergrowth. "
1932 during this time of recovery. Bishop
They spent six months in the camp, and
Barnwell began the initial planning and,
were paid thirty dollars a month. "Five of
with t.be help of donations from Laura
it 'was for yourself and the rest went back
Moore Cunningham, Margaret Ailshie and

1994.

After the Great
Depression hit, home
for many Americans
became anything
with a roof. Shown
near Hanson's Bridge
are two common
dwellings of the
time--a cardboard
shack and cars.

Those who could
afford to dine out
uiere few and far
between in 1992.
Thousands of
A mericans were dependent upon soupand bread-lines. Here
patrons of Bailey
Quick Lunch enjoy a
meal.

1:1

House, the nation's economic health began
to improve.
Among the many 'relief programs
passed by Congress were the Works
Progress Administration (WP A) and the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). The
two, with the Agriculture Adjustment

bridges, and campgrounds.
They also
treated trees for fungi and developed
programs to curtail erosion.'
,
William Garvey was one of these young
men. Garvey remembers how he heard
about the camps and rushed down to sign
up. "you were fearful you wouldn't get

home. To our families, it was a godsend,"
Garvey said.
He recalls no organized complaints.
"Everybody
bitched, but it was just
griping. Probably everybody was glad
they were there," he recalled.
The Civil Works Administration spent
$5.5 million in Idaho. The state was fourth
in the nation's public works grants, sixth
in public road subsidies and ninth in
receiving money from the Federal Emergency Relief Agency.
,The AAA spent 27 million dollars in
Idaho; farm prices began to improve, with
the cash value of Idaho crops nearly
, doubling between 1932 and 1936.
Another significant program, the WPA,
passed in 1935; it offered relief in a variety

Jim Brown--editor and business manager
of the Statesman, respectively--the
college began to take shape. Later, it
advanced from junior college, to state
college, and finally to state university in
1974.'
After Wyoming; Idaho received the
greatest number of immigrants. The Dust
Bowl in the Midwest had driven thousands
'of people west, hoping to reach the coast.
They loaded up all their belongings and
set out, reaching only as far as money and
gas would let them.
By 1936 there was no doubt that Idaho
had begun to recover from the Depression.
Continued to page 10 -
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De~ression
or
Dreatn COlll"e True?
Our present economic situation could be considered similar 'to the
Great Depression: tent-cities. outside Houston and 10.'8 percent
unemployment at the end of 1982. Displaced. anxiety-ridden people
clamouring to be anything but poor fill the airwaves and the
newspapers.
What happened? Finding a consensus of economists seems' as
difficult as economic recovery.
Many say that there is a lack of skilled workers for existing jobs:
economists call this structural unemployment due to technological
change.
John Naisbitt, author of the book Meqatretuls, describes the future
as that of an "information society". In a recent U.S. NEWS & World
Report he said that the "information society" considers brains the
strategic resource. In short, we're shifting from anational economy to
a global economy. heavy industry is moving to the Third World, and
the U.S. is adjusting to the idea of sharing the number one world
position.
If brains are the capital required by the new. "entrepreneuria1
revolution" access to the economic system is simplified. As a result,
we're creating 6 times the number of new businesses a year than we
did in 1950 at the height of the industrial period, and approximately
one-third of those new businesses are started by women. "A blooming
entrepreneurialism,"
Mr. Naisbitt calls it.
In regards to this new-hand education tools here at BSU are
outdated and most graduates, trained for jobs that don't exist,
prepare for the soup lines.
President Keiser mentioned at the Conference on Excellence in
Education last week that he has spoken with Governor Evans about;
College of Technology at BSU. Despite budget deficits facing the
state, he expressed that this College of Technology could not wait
three or four years without putting BSU behind the times.
I'm afraid. I agree.

How to procrastinate tastefully._

Josephine Jones
Co-Editor

* *..
*

BSUPrograms Board
Invites You to Attend:

A Concert Featuring
First Love, C.I.M. recording artists
whose current Album, "Love at First Sight"
'Contains the Hit Single It's A Mystery to Me.
BSU SUB Ballrom, April 7th, 7 p.rn.
Tickets available at the Union Station,
Record Exchange, BUdget Tapes & Records
or By Call 385-1448 for Information
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·.·KttHee- Klatsch
.

.

. .

... 409 S. Bth Street
•••••••••••••••••••
•
•••••••••••
Cinnamon Rolls
Croissants
••••••••••
Turnovers
••• ••••••

••••••••

••••••••

•

•

• •••••••••

• ••••

0 ••••

•••••••••••

•••••••••••
• ••• Espresso
• ••••••••••
• Cappuccino

• •••••••••••

Apple Dumplings

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0 ••••
:"''a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'-'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'a'''-'':

Egg Breakfasts Served at 7 :30 am-I 0:30 am
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~

•
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I
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Ste,allle,dEgg & H,am
Eggs Benedict •
•
• Eggs a' la Klatsch ·
• Quiche
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Three
Sis t ers ,
classic Chekov play,
BSU Subal theatre,8:15 p.rn., by Man,
Stage Dept.,
and BSU
Theater
Act,
$5.345-5970

The OakRidge Boys will
appear in concert at the
BSU Pavilion
Saturday,
March 12 at 8 p.m. The
vocal
group,
selfproclaimed as a rock 'n' roll
band
singing
country
, music, received a Grammy
Award in 1982 for Best
Country Performance
by a
Duo or Group. According
to earlier
reviews,
the
Boise audience will enjoy

Beth Sellers mixed media exhibition
through March 12, Art Attack Gallery.
American Art of the 1930's, exhibition,
Boise Gallery of Art .
Transformations,
exhibitions by Norb
DeKerchove,
Diane Magel, and Star
Moxley, thru March 18, BSU Museum of
Art.
Werner H. Fornos, population expert, lectures
at BSU at 10:40 a.m,
and 1:40 p.m,

one of the best road shows
in America.
The Spokane
Daily Chronicle says, "The
four are well-known
for
their
energetic,
enthusiastic performances.
The
time they spend on stage is
filled wit~ non-stop enter:
tainment
ranging
from
singing the best ofmusic to
antics-vall of which helps
make them the uncommon
group they are."

Mad Max, SPB film, 7
p.rn., Ada Lounge, BSU
SUB.
Shoot the Piano Player, French film, 7
p.m. The Women's Club, 300 Main St., $3
general public.
.

The Bar: Hills Brothers
Boise Underground:
Pinto Bennet Band
Brass Lamp: Rats
Charlie Brown's: Mary Lou Hart Band
Crazy Horse: Billie Bee & the Stingers
Fireside Inn: Callous
.
Pengilly's:
Belinda Bowler & John
Hansen
Red Lion Downtowner:
Flyer
Rusty Harpoon: Morningstar
Sandpiper:
Jeff Schafer
Tom Grainy's:
Sipes and Harding
Tub Pub: Karl Brake & the
Clutchriders
Whiskey River: What

BSU Student
person, including
Activities is
transportation
and
sponsoring a trip to lodging. First come,
San Francisco via
first served. Space is
South Lake Tahoe
limited to 24 and a
overS pringB1'"~J"k:"-~40 non-refundableThe six day, five
deposit is required.
night excursion
BSU students and
begins March 18 and spouses only.
ends March 23. The
Information,
call
trip costs $105 per
385-1223 ."

Rosalie Sorrels concert,
with Chris
Proctor, 8 p.rn., 720 W. Washington, $5
general, $4, IFS members, $3.50 seniors
and children.
Oakridge Boys in'coii':"' '"
cert, 8 p.m., BSU PavTom Sullivan will not apilion.
pear at Boise State UniverDr. Dale Schmal john,
sity March 10. Sullivan's
author of Smokejumper
lecture
was scheduled
to
lecture for young people
begin at 8 p.m, in the BSU
on smokejumping
and
forest protection, 2 p.rn., Boise Public
SUB ballroom
.
Library, Boys and Girls Room. Free.
Three Sisters, BSU Subal Theater, 8:15
p.m, 345-5970.
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Feminist
Salon

Democratic Socialists of
~
A'
/
~
Historically~
the salon
A merica meeting, 4
Currentl
,
~..
...." has been women's way of
p.m., Labor Center.
compete in Y-tlnrolJed BSU stUd
~
gathering
together
people
Women Performer's
nts are eligible to ~
course wortn essay Contest.
interested
in discussing
Coffeehouse, 1-5 p.m.,
s
PUblished e nlay be entered sa prepared for C1 the important
intellectual
Koffee Klatsch, 409 S.
8th St., $2, limited
personal, ex~~;;~ can not. Th~ ca~~ pr?vioUsly
issues of the day.
This
menu available.
awarded in e h ory, and critical T gorles are' ~
group, open to both men
M
ae categ
.
wo pri
.
(/>
'11
iti
Rae Ann Gustafson, bassist, performs
anuscripts mu
ory, first: $100.
zes are
and women,
WI err ique
senior recital at 4 p.m., BSU Music Drama
~ouble.spaced
st be 1000-2000 ' second: $50.
contemporary
life from the
recital hall. Free
listing author: and Submitted in Words, typed
(/> feminist
perspective.
A
stUdent numb s name, address
ph an envelop~
variety
of
materials
Mad Max, SPB film, 7 p.m., Ada Lounge,
na
er, and c t
,one
numb""'-<
.
)'11
BSU SUB.
,
me should n t
on est categor
A
er,
(books, articles,
etc. WI
InqUiries
and
m
0
appear
on
the
y.
uthor's
be
used
as
a
springboard
Mother/Daughter
Sexuality Education,
for discussion
of topics
YWCA five week class begins. Learn how Hadden. Boise S~nuscrlp~s shOUld be :,nanuscril?t.
to communicate about sexuality between Idaho 83725. Dead~re Umversity, LA 2~~t to ~'m
which will change monthly.
parents and pre-teens. 7 p.m., $15 fee. ,
ne for SUbmission is A' I!0lse,
The first meeting
will be
prJ115.
(/> devoted
to defining
fern~
-,JI"".
Mary Trail
inism in an era which is
...,,~. B' e City Councll,:"oma~tionshiP to ,being
described
as post,r
'Uolsxplore women s;.e g Women's
feminist. Topics for further
• ,"".,
WI er at the word In March 16 at
discussion
will be deterpow~fast on Wednes a!ti d her talk,
mined by the group.
A
BreayWCA. She has tl f:r- Women."
diversity of opinion will .be
Musci-Drama recital hall. Free.
.,£
~~emystifying
power nd our convensought in an effort to ~alse
, Canada Days at BSU presents Dr. R.L.
.c:.
will take us beyo
rage us to
c h a IIeng i n g que s t 10 n s
DeLorme speaking on Pacific Northwest
~arYI notions and enc:~he strengths
without
the necessity
of
smuggling, 7 p.m., SUB Boisean Lounge,
~ C. tlon:IOp an awareness ~readY has. The
determining
answers
or
Free
.
:J
de~ ower each of us ;,00 a.m. with a
advocating any single point
Baroque Concert for Peace, 7:30 p.m.,
Boise High School Auditorium, sponsored
<0
an ~fast begins at
II fruit, juice,
of view. Facilitators:
Ellen
by Snake River Alliance. $4 in advance, $5
iior"
~
brea. ntal breakf~st ro , $2.00. You
Jones
and Sheila
Mattf
at the door,. $1 off for seniors and
~ 0
that is ava~lab~e ~~ve a cup of
hews. The first meeting is
students. Information: 344-9161.
co e welcome to slmpieservations
are
March 15 from 7:30 to 9:30
~
ar {fee on the house. h 14 and may be
p.m. at the YWCA. No fee
Feminist
Salon, 7:30
~
co reciated by M;CA
front desk at
or registration
required.
p.m., YWCA
~
a~ed in to the y
will wind up by
Canada Days at BSU,
(f)
M3-3688. The program
••
Canadian films, 7 p.m.,
Ada Lounge, free.
8:00 a.m.
, •
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Historical Tuesdays in March, "Cabins
and Castles--Idaho's Architectural Heritage" lecture by Arthur Hart, 7:30 p.m.
Idaho State Historical Museum, $3.

t

3

co~i~~)

THURSDAY,

8 p.rn., Roman Holiday,
starring"
Audrey Hepburn, Gregory Peck, and
Eddie Albert. European princess becomes
bored with protocol. goes to Rome, meets
an American journalist, then falls in love.
KRTV-12.
FRIDAY,

MAR. 11

9 p.m., The Making of "Ghandi": Mr.
Attenborough
and Mr. Ghandi,
Sir
Richard Attenborough
narrates &:lcu,
mentary on film Ghandi. Added narration
provided by cast and crew. KAID,-4.
SATURDAY,

<J

MAR. 12

6 p.rn., Together in Concert, Pete
Seeger and Arlo Guthrie perform ~t Wolf
Trap. Folk music: gospel to country blues.
KAID-4.
8 p.m., 1983 Golden Globe Awards,
Hollywood's Foreign Press Association
presents
awards. Bruce Dern hosts.
KRTV-12.
9 p.m., The Beach Boys' 20th Annivers·
ary Celebration, entertainment
special.
KAID-4.
SUNDAY,

MAR. 13

5 p.m., La Boheme, tenor Luciano
Pavarotti joins the Opera Company of
Philadelphia for the performance. KAID
-4 .
9 p.m., Masterpiece
Theatre,
"On
Approval,"
a comedy. Two socialite
couples agree to live together
"on
approval"
before deciding to marry.
KAID-4.
FRIDAY,

!

,I

MAR. 14

1

2 p.m., Lovers and Other Strangers,
contemporary
comedy
starring
Gig
Young, Anne Jackson, Diane Keaton.
Examines changing morals and relationships. KIVI-6.
TUESDAY,

A foremost population expert will be at
Boise State Friday; March 11. Werner H.

MAR. 10

MAR. 15

6 p.m., Women in Society, Combining
an informative look at women's news with'
latest ,releases
by female musicians •
Hosted by Sarah Barsness. KBSU-91.3.
9 p.m., The Great Whodunit!, William
Conrad
hosts a series
of vignette
mysteries starring Tammy, Grimes, Ger·
aldine Fitzgerald, Howard Duff, and Gene
Barry ..KAID-4.

Council aims to establish committment
from leaders of industrialized countries to

• [;~:;;~~~~~1i~~H~t~f~7~~}i
[f~;:~~~§f~:~~j~~~
:::::::::::::
.....::::::::::::::::::::::::
Course begins.
Four
lectures, one weekend sn.ow camping tr.ip.
Register
at 'Fort BOise Commumty
Center. For information, 384-4256.
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locally and nationally on population issues.

WEDNESDAY,
MAR. 16
I seldom agree with Gannett movie r.evie~ver~, but Mike ~ughes, writi~g in T~e
Statesman's "Weekend" section, correcfiy I'mpomts one ~aJor problem With David
Scanners Cronenberg's new film, Videodrome, now playmg at the Mann 4-Plex.
8 p.m., An American in Paris, classic
Videodrome starts out effectively. The camerawork is crisp and evocative; ,the
musical starring Gene Kelly, and Leslie
..
actors (Jam,es.W ~ds and Deborah H~rry playing Me,dia 10,w-lifes) are convincing-;
Caron. Score by, George and Ira Gersh~
.....
the plot is well-written. So goes the first hour. But....
. win. KAID-4.
.'
'''Halfway through," Hughes w.rites, "the story dips into illusion and haJlucination'-(1i'
o· 'place y'our g'roup's a'ct,'v,'ty 'on 'the
moviegoers--don't
know what's real and what's net."
' \ centerfold.and./or Calendar, send details,
The characters··and
'Additionally,
Hughes might have added that Videodrome becomes grossly and
phone number, andname,o!contactperson
inexcusably violent in its second half. Bodies and .television sets implode and explOde ,
to University, News,. 1910, University Dr.,
in an endless, oozy, sensel~ss frensy. of mucus,blood, and gristle~
'Anthony Burt
Boise, id., 83725.} .
.,
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by Fornos in 1978, the Population Action
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Ticket refunds are available only
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Monday .. Friday
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BSU Gymnasts Wins Title"
.
A surprisingly strong showing by Kim
helped lead Boise State
University to their first Mountain West
Athletic Conference (MWAC) gymnastics
championship last weekend.
The Broncos established -a new school
record with a team total of 171.45 points,
bettering their old mark of 171.10. The
team scoring was rounded out with the
University
of Montana second with
167.50. followed by Montana State's
160.85 and Eastern Washington State's
71.35.
In addition to the team title, BSU
gymnasts set two school records and head
coach Jackie Carringer won coach of the
year honors.
DiLorenzo
paced the Broncos
by
registering
the best all-around performance of the tournament with a score of
35.00. she finished first on the beam and
second on the vault.
BSU's Janelle Maynard had a shot at
the all-around title, but a 7.2 score on the
halance.beam dropped her to third place in
all-around scoring with 34.35 points.

Dif.orenao

•

•

•

•

•

Nevertheless, Maynard set a new school
record of 9.2 in thevault, was first in the
floor exercise with a score of 9.05 and
finished second on the bars. Maynard is
the '1982 Division II All American in the
bars and floor exercise.
Several other gymnasts contributed to
, the Broncos' win. Kelly Head placed first
on the bars with a score of 9.0 and Nicole
Goodman and Connie Lavertu completed a
near sweep for the Broncos in the floor
exercise. BSU had four of the top five
gymnasts in that event. '
.
Lavertu was favored before the meet to
win the all-around after being chosen as
the MWAC Athlete-of-the-Week
on four
occasions this season. Coach Carringer
said the freshman gymnast' had a tough
time at the meet. but would bounce back
when BSU heads for regional competition.
The Broncos are seeded
seventh
entering the March 26 regional competition in Logan, Utah. Among the teams
the Broncos will meet at regionals are
Arizona State, currently the number one
ranked gymnastics team in the nation,
and the University of Utah. Utah is the
two-time defending regional champion
and BSU's coach predicts the upcoming
meet will include six of the country's top
,1~teamll.-",
Boise State is heading into the Division

•

I regionals after a year of Division II
competition in 'which the Broncos finished
first in regionals and eighth in the 1982
AlA W Division II National Championships.
"

weighs in at 150 pounds, and who finished
as the 1982 Big Sky champion at 142
pounds: Coronado's record is 16-11 overall
going-Into the NCAA finals.
'
Joining Barrett
and Coronado are
freshmen Tracy Yeates and John Bauman. and senior Kent Walrack. Yeates
competing at 118 pounds, finished the
regular season with a record of 22-10-1.
John Bauman is the Big Sky Conference
champion at 190 pounds and sports a 21-8
overall record. Bauman moved down a
weight class this season after posting a
third place finish in the heavyweight
classification in 1982.
Kent Walrack is the only Bronco going
to the NCAA championships without the
benefit of an individual title. The 134
pound Walrack placed second in the Big
Sky, losing a tough match to Weber
State's Gary Scriven by a 3-1 margin. He
is competing in the NCAA wrestling
tournament
due to a special coaches'
decision to give Walrack a wild card berth
in the finals. Walrack has a 14-9-1 overall
record.
Coach Mike Young's Broncos surrendered the Big Sky wrestling title to
Weber Slate in 1983, scoring 86 points to
Weber's 9011z

Five BSU Wrestlers Set
for NCAA Competition
The Boise State University wrestling
team is sending five Broncos to the 1983
NCAA Division I Wrestling Championships., to be held March 10-12 at the
Myriad in Oklahoma City. Oklahoma.
The Broncos are lead by 126 pounder
Scott Barrett,
who recently won his
fourth Big Sky Conference title in as many
tries.Barrett finished the season with an
impressive 28-1 record and was chosen as
the Big Sky's "Most Outstanding Wrestler" for the second straight year. Barrett
was the runner-up in the 126 pound
weight class in 1982, and a member of the
USA Wrestling Team which competed in
international games last summer. Barrett. up against a Yugoslayian opponent,
was the only American
to win a
championship.
~Making his second trip to the tournament is sophomore Ben Coronado. who
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on saving' cottage cheese cartons and my
..::.:'
...:...._.
-'- father craves anew car every five years
• Contlnuedjrohlpagd'and we all talk about how we will survive
on our farm if the hard times ever come
again.
The New Deal did it's job and when the
People reveled in the complete turn-aU.S. entered World War II, the nation
bout. Later generations would experience
was pulled all the way out. In fact,
changes in attitudes because of what their
every time the United States has had a
parents lived through.
depression a war has come along and put
Some people became more materialisus back on our economic feet.
tic. The Depression forced them to worry
about food, clothes, and shelter. The New
Deal brought a change of attitude, but in
the long run the initial scare and shock of
Oscar Heline remembers being told by a
the Depression made a lasting impression.
young man during the Depression, "what
In Stud Turkel's oral history recording
we need is a good war,"to
which he
Hard Times one interviewee summarized
replied, "That's true but we'll be paying
the effect of the DepresSion: "What school
for it with the lives of our sons." On the
taught you (about the Depression) was
tape, Hard Times his voice cracks, and
different from what it (really) was." How
then he continues, "And I did. I think we
individuals choose to remember is a main
are too smart of a nation to let that happen
factor in how' the future generations
again."
understand the Great Depression. '
Children whose parent's lived during
"What this country needs is a good
.' the Depression couldn't understand their
war": Members ofNcmpa's Horse
parents' high esteem for education, a good
Cavalry Unit in 1998 on their way
job, a car. For my-family, my mother goes
to summer training camp.
\<
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After Effects

Nota Solution

Drinking,
Drugs and Parking
• Continued/rom

page 9

a schedule III drug. This law is relevant
only to schedule I and II controlled
.substances. "
Some House members expressed strong
opposition to the bill because the cost of
housing a prisoner in Idaho's overcrowded
prison system is over $50,000 annually.
"If we are not careful with mandatory
sentencing
in this session,
we will
overcrowd our prisons. If our court
system would crack down and handle their

evidently don't trust the voters of Idaho. "
Lannen added that he is not pro-gambling,
but he had support from his community in
favor of a state lottery. Lannen had
originally proposed that all proceeds from
the lottery go to education,
but he
amended his proposal to suggest that
profits go to the General Fund in order to
. gain more support in the legislature.
A measure proposed by Rep. Dean
Haagensen, Dist. 3, which would have
made vehicle owners liable for' parking
violations involving their own vehicles,
was killed by a 25-44 vote in the House.
"Had the measure passed," said Haagensen,
"citizens
who .have avoided
paying parking fines by claiming that they

themselves

had not parked

the vehicle,

.would no longer have this resource." The
, measure would have made all parking
violations the responsibility of the registered owner of the vehicle.
Critics of the measure pointed out that
too much emphasis is being placed on
minor traffic violations. "If you park your
care illegally, you're automatically guilty,
but if you shoot someone, you get the full
benefit of the law," Rep. Martin Trillhaase, Dist, 29, remarked in regard to the
defeated measure.
Rep. MichaelStrasser,
Dist. 12, added
that had the measure become law, the
state would be liable for all parking
violations involving state vehicles.

-

'
I
.

responsibility better so drug offenders
wouldn't return to court a second and
third time, we wouldn't have to impose
mandatory
sentencing,"
Forrey
concluded.
'
Senate Joint Resolution No. 103, calling
for a measure regarding the creation of a
state lottery to be put on a state ballot,
was defeated. All proceeds, less expenses
incurred by operation of the lottery and a
reasonable monetary
return to ticket
purchasers, were to have been directed
into the Idaho State General Fund.
Senator Vern Lannen, Dist. 4, who
proposed the resolution, said it failed
because "there are some legislators who
are personally opposed to gambling and
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The U'S. Navy has scholarships available

highly qualified Engineering, Physics and Math
majors. You will Receive $1100 per month for your last two years of college. Job positions
after graduation are :

rrJp,anned

.

• Nuclear Power Plant Manager
• Graduate Level Technical Teachers
• Civil Engineering

Parenthood

• Research and Development

offers confidential
services:

For more information contact:
from 9am to 4pm.

Clark Owsley at the Placement Ctr. on March 10-11

birth control
pregnancy tests & counseling
annual exams
vasectomies
affordable prices- evening and day clinics

Call 345·0760
Hiking Shoe

Tennis Shoe

Water
repellent

Court shoe
Nylon mesh
w/leather toe
andheel._~

canvas
upper

3688 -2488 l.
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BOISE. 344-3539
- MON.-FR'. 9-6
SAT. 8:30-5:30 - SUN. 12-4

llVuarnet" Sunglasses Headquarters
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Spot Check
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Diagrammar
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(You) understood
- well.
sOme of you did anyway, We'll
accept" minor variations.
but.
for the most part,' your solution to Diagrammar
should
have looked very much like
this:
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$15 up,

Experienced
canoist,
reliable with
references, needs 'to rent canoe for' April
weekend. Melanie, 342-5276.

-.• ••.

For Sale: A four ten shotgun and a
twenty-two
bolt action' rifle. Thirty
dollars each. For more information call
Nick at 342-5938, leave, II message .

: ,0: • .. • :

·.0 • • • ... ••
••••••••••••

Wanted: Energetic sales person or
distributor.
Run, your own business.
Great commission. Classics and Colors,
Inc. cosmetics and skin care products.
Telephone 345-5885.

Student tax return prepared!
free estimates. 384-0267 appt,

'

:: :D:. :::.:
::'::

Complete tax preparation. Free initial
consultation. Call David, 344-1468, anytime.

For rent: Two bedroom apartment.
$235 unfurnished,
$255 furnished plus
electricity. 6 month lease. 1008 Oakland
Street. 384-0319 or 336-6929.
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GLOBAL
TRAVEL SERVICE
.. Airline Tickets

.. Cruises

-¥: Tours

.. Car Rentals

1

!

.. Hotel Reservations

Now Open in the BSU
Student U,nion.Building
342-5625 NO CHARGE FOR OUR
SERVICE

--------~----------------------------------------

FREE
TO'PPINGS
Try Our Slice of Pie Lunch Special
(Slice of Cheese Pie & Soda or Beer)
Receive 1 Free Topping

,
A a lounge
Showing at 7PM Nightly
March 11th and 13th

.

One Coupon per slice per person
Valid Ooly Between 11 am - 4 pm Weekdays
Must Present This Coupon

.

Friday & Sunday
$1.00 STUDENTS
$2.50 GENERAL ADMISSION
1

Offer

$1.25

Expires

May7,1983

-----------------------------------
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Monday - March 14- Senatorial Candidates
"
Tuesday- March 15· Presidential & Vice Presidential Candidates

.
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Vo-Tech [by print shop]

:".:'; 3pm

,

'9 am- 3 pm

9 am- 3pm

9 am - 3 pm

9 am - 3 pm
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: OPTIC YELLOW
• TENNIS BALLS
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DRAWSTRING

lDihon

SWEA T PANTS

, HOODED PULLOVER
SWEATSHIRT
Our reg.

In a Wide Variety of Colors I

•

88 ¢

'

.,.

3rd& Main
MARCH 9 - 15, 19,89

1088

: •

Can of 2

$12.95

OXFORD GREY
T-SHIRTOur regi $3.89

OXFORD GREY
SHORTS
Our reg. $5.95

I

NEWS.

788

Our reg. reg. $9.95
.
In a Wide, Variety of Colors I

"'I

pAGE 12 • UNIVERSITY

.

•

Limit 6 cans per
~._~ ...//
customer with coupon.' .,~~

-~.~---

399 5
~ur reg.

,
sole. Quality-built to last with with
sole bonded and stitched to uppers.

i

I REGULAR-DUTY

I
~

menca dWI
er uppers an

• ••• ~

{ J1enn
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Fairview & Curtis
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"SUPE~S~;;;'7

"200" MENS & LADIES
BASKETBALL SHOES
RUNNING SHOES List $30 Md'
A
.
·th
Made in America, " thes.e shoes
'
.
are deSIgned for
the beginning
runner, casual
athlete, or walking enthusiast f
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ScienceEducationBldg~
9am-3pm
9am-3p"'!
.
Elect!on results will be announced at 4:15 on Thursday m the Ad~
lounge m the SUB
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Use Sunset's
Convenient
Layaway Plan /
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